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Writing-Off Costs…



Course Context

• Economic Literacy 
Approach, motivated 
by the question 

“What should go into 
the only Economics 
course that students 
will ever take?”

• U of T model has 
alternative paths 
to major



International Students & Multilingual Learners



Economics Departments Rankings

• Higher % multilingual learners 
than U of T overall

• 80 tenure track faculty
• 75 MA students/year
• 20 PhD students/year

• For introductory courses 
of 500 students, 
550 TA hours/semester 
(1.1 TA hours/student/semester)



Writing Collaborator 

University of Toronto has:
•No required 1st year writing courses
• 7 Writing Centres with 30 FTE instructors 

and 60 adjunct instructors



Course Goal

One goal of this course is to help you understand 
and apply basic economic concepts to daily life. 
Part of your role as an informed citizen involves making 
sound arguments about economic issues that matter to you 
and communicating these arguments effectively to others. 
These assignment will give you practice identifying and 
developing convincing written arguments about an economic 
issue for a general audience.



Course Goal and Writing Assignments

• Assignments
– Reading Critically
– 250-300 word abstract of an Economist article 

(6% of course grade) 
– 300-500 word Op-Ed (15% of course grade)

• All writing assignments 
– 1st submitted online as draft
– Peer feedback 
– Revised final submission online



Part I: 
How to Read Critically

Part 2: 
How to (Re-)Write an Abstract

Part 3: 
How to (Re-)Write an Op-Ed
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• An abstract includes the 
main argument and the 
most important supporting 
points and evidence. 

• An abstract leaves out 
less important points and 
often organizes the ideas 
quite differently from the 
original article. 

An Abstract is not a 
Summary



Your audience is the general reading public. Assume your 
audience has some education and background in current affairs 
and understands basic economic concepts, but is not 
knowledgeable about the details of economic theory or policy. 

You need to explain any economic concepts 
and specialized vocabulary in a way that keeps 
their interest and respects their intelligence. 

Your audience is not the professor or the TAs.
You need to write more like a journalist 
than an academic. 

Your Audience



Abstracts Move from Writer-Based to Reader-Based Writing

Moving from “about me” to “about them”



Writing Stage Focus of Writing

1. Drafting involves getting the writer’s 

ideas down in writing.

Writer-based

2. Revising involves adding, deleting, 

rewriting, and moving entire paragraphs, 

sentences and words.

Moving from 

writer-based 

to reader-based

3. Editing involves correcting grammar, 

spelling, punctuation, and formatting.

Reader-based

Writer-Based vs Reader-Based Writing 

All stages are recursive.





Abstract Assignment and Rubric
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The biggest 

difference 
between 
an abstract 
and an op-ed 
is voice.

Your 
voice

Your 
view Your 

opinion



Op-Ed Guidance

• Make your main point early on.

• Organize your sentences into 3-6 short paragraphs 
(about 3-5 sentences each).

• Make clear any economic reasoning on which your
argument is based.

• Support each point with evidence whether in the form 
of a statistic, an example, or economic reasoning.

• Choose a catchy title to capture your audience’s attention 
and tell your reader what your main point is.



Writing Stage Focus of Writing

1. Drafting involves getting the writer’s ideas down in 

writing.

Writer-based

2. Revising involves adding, deleting, rewriting, and 

moving entire paragraphs, sentences and words.

Moving from writer-

based to reader-based

3. Editing involves correcting grammar, spelling, 

punctuation, and formatting.

Reader-based

Writing Framework and Vocabulary 
are Transferable



Op-Ed Assignment and Rubric



• Students submit 1st draft

• Distributed anonymously to 3 peers for feedback

• 17% of assignment marks for quality feedback

“Please address your suggestions to the writer, 
not the TA or professor."

Students benefit more from actively giving feedback 
than passively receiving. (Phillips 2016)

Online peer feedback increases ESL/EFL student participation 
and motivation. (Chen 2016)

Peer Assessment Software 



• Submit final draft for grading

• Online marking

• Embedded rubrics

• TAs circle 4 numbers for Op-Ed grade; 
1 number for Feedback quality

• Grades automatically dumped into LMS



Grading Calibration

• WAC (Writing Across the Curriculum) or 
WIT (Writing Instruction for TAs)?

– WIT provides writing training to TAs in their discipline, 
rather than WAC export of English TAs to other disciplines

• Moderated roundtable training of multilingual TAs who have 
never graded writing



Grading Calibration

• “Writing with an accent” 
Prioritizing argument over writing counters ELL focus on 
superficial rather than substantial revisions

• Economics TAs more qualified to evaluate economic rather 
than stylistic issues 



Costs

• 5-6 TA minutes per abstract

• 7-9 TA minutes per op-ed

• 1-2 additional minutes for 1-2 sentence comment on op-ed –
in standardized peerScholar field

• No additional TA costs because students directed to 
Writing Centres for guidance in preparing assignments



Paper, resources and links to online 
modules at economicsforlife.ca/FRED

Come talk to me about the details! 

Thank you.

Avi J. Cohen
avi.cohen@utoronto.ca


